10 Reasons to Participate in the Grasshopper Training at Sentra Grafika
Kompumedia.
Our portfolio speaks out loud. We’re the first official 3ds max training center in Indonesia in mid
90’s and had trained thousands of participants ranging from high school students, college
students up to professionals who take advantages of the delivered comprehensive knowledge
throughout sustained level of standards. We’re also pioneering AutoCAD training in Indonesia,
few years earlier before we started to deliver 3ds max training. That’s more than 25 years of
experience.
2. With more than 25 years in experience, we’re not just staying the same. We keep on building
more experience as well as evolving ourselves that will emphasize our support to most
customers. And we’ve been handling high performance computing related industry, almost the
same period as our experience in the market.
3. When people are asking about training, and we answer with our knowledge and experience.
Tutorials are just a fraction part of the training. The basic questions of WHAT and WHY are the
most intriguing questions submitted by participants that give huge interest to us. The training
materials were being addressed by the needs of our customers. So, before we started to
generate the training materials, we mostly addressed those questions, cases, and blended them
together with the standardized methods to deliver them properly. Participants would then have
better understanding of things they are learning and getting the answers before they even ask
the questions.
4. Each objective was designed to develop participants’ enough knowledge to enhance their skill
further and get the answer themselves, even after the class is over. This is what we’re very
good at, for years.
5. The lessons consist of building both your understanding and skills in using Grasshopper, with
face-to-face disucssions during the training just as in private training.
6. Initial Grasshopper classes would be led by our company founder and long time Rhinoceros
user, Bimo Adi Prakoso, which already possesses deep teaching skill and experience, even long
before our company was established.
7. The Grasshopper classes are constructed in very efficient steps and executions, so participants
could benefit the learning process, the time, as well as the delivered knowledge. This would lead
to a cost effective activity too.
8. Our Grasshopper training values you and your time, so you would get into the pace to use
Grasshopper in just no time.
9. Training that gets you the most out of yourself. During the training, the mentor will keep you
motivated to stay on track and embrace the participants to explore themselves with cases, tips
and tricks.
10. Last but not least, PT Sentra Grafika Kompumedia was listed as the first McNeel partner in
Indonesia that has officially been distributing Rhinoceros since 2010 to many students,
professionals, up to enterprises. We would also like to extend our growing numbers of
customers and partners, tremendous appreciation for using Rhinoceros since, and the
experience has been so unbelievably exciting and charming.
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